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THE GREAT NORTHERN TRAIN WRECK 

 
“As to recklessness, 

anyone who knew Munson and 

appreciated the fact that he 

had for years traveled that 

very track, will not suggest 

it.” (Spokane Press, 24 July 

1906) 

 

Finley liked to fish for tench. Like him tench 

were transplants. Like him they ate whatever 

was available. Here in the Chain Lakes just 

east of the ghost town of Camden, Washington, 

tench mucked close to shore for insect larvae 

and little invertebrates. Unlike tench, Finley 

mucked in the morning for last night’s 

hamburger gravy and some other day’s peas. 

Dumpster diving is the most American of all 

pastimes, right after closing time, right 

outside a five-star restaurant. 

Finley couldn’t dodge the fact that he was 

a foster child. He knew he was just one bad 

report away from moving again. He’d heard it 

all before, “Yes, yes, we’ll take him in. Our 

house isn’t a home unless there’s a kid 

around. Y’know, ma’am, we just want to make a 

difference in the world. It’s a shame what 

happens with some of these kids. We really 

appreciate you givin’ us a chance to help a 

kid down on his luck. We been there, y’know?” 

Finley knew not to fall for the sweet talk 

adults made. They always spoke as if he were 

not in the room. He wasn’t asked about where 

he was going to live and who he was going to 

live with. He did know that he was worth more 
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than $703.00 a month. That’s how much “Level 

One” foster kids were worth. He was what those 

in the foster system called a “Level Two.” He 

knew he was presently worth $880.92 a month. 

He made his foster parents an extra $77.92 

because he was more than 3 hours of trouble a 

week. He was a blue light special, a buyer-

beware item in America’s bargain bin.  

A few foster homes back, Finley got left 

in the car. His foster Mom had an itch to 

scratch and needed to travel light. Left 

alone, he mucked about the car to find 

something, anything, amusing. Finley had a 

raven’s eye. Most things could be a diamond if 

a facet caught the light. On this windows-not-

cracked afternoon, he punched in the cigarette 

lighter. It was amusing to look at the glowing 

coil and watch the orange turn to a heat-

stressed gray. He reinserted the lighter, 

pulled it again, and then put the fire-of-hell 

end to his forearm. After what seemed like a 

half minute or so, he took the lighter away 

from his arm and studied his red, beginning-

to-blister, skin. He did it over and over 

until he had created an extensive mosaic. He 

was surprised it did not hurt like he thought. 

Oh, it hurt alright, just not as much as he 

thought. 

Tench fishing was best done on a summer 

Sunday when waking up was like opening a fresh 

box of Honey Hits. Summer Sunday mornings had 

a nutritional value like no other. 
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“Suzie, please pass me the Honey Hits. 

It’s the number one cereal in America because 

it has 15 grams of sugar in a 27 gram serving. 

That’s 55.6% sugar by weight. It’s like rocket 

fuel and why kids from Finland to Australia 

want to be American just like you and me.” 

 But on this particular Sunday morning 

there was no box of Honey Hits in the house. 

Instead the adults were sleeping off Saturday 

night. School was a fading bad dream. And the 

sun came up like a Digger gold piece saying, 

“WITHIN A FREE FRAME OF REFERENCE . . . THE 

FREE MEN OF THE WHOLE WORLD (NOT TO BE 

CONSTRUED TO BE REAL IN ANY AMERICAN SENSE).”  

Freedom on a Sunday morning was fishing, 

and Finley was a true fisherman, which is to 

say his gear was a collection of sacred 

objects. Finley’s pole was made out of an 

ironwood switch. He’d heard that the Inland 

Northwest Natives really liked ironwood. It 

was strong, and it didn’t burn. It was easy to 

spot in late June. Ironwood, also called 

oceanspray, had flowers that looked like foam 

made from crashing waves. Finley had never 

seen the Pacific, but he liked the way the 

blooms took him to that imagined place. The 

flowers also looked like a wedding veil draped 

across a forest bush. The bride didn’t want to 

marry that other guy. She took off so she 

didn’t have to. She left behind breadcrumbs of 

a veil. 

Before he slipped out to go fishing, 

Finley had one last wildcard in this hand, his 

house-sister Patsy. Patsy wasn’t his true 

sister. Whereas her parents had carelessly 

cast her from saved seed, Finley was blown in 

on the wind. Whereas Patsy grew in an unweeded 

garden, Finley had to dodge the mower. 

Nevertheless, he thought Patsy and he shared 

the same tragedy of childhood.  And the fact 

was, she didn’t want to be left alone. Soon 
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the adults would wake up, and she’d again be a 

painful reminder of foolishness gone by. 

Finley told Patsy to finish dressing, and with 

pole and grocery bag tackle in his left hand, 

he grabbed his house-sister by the right hand, 

and they passed through the door, down the 

circuitous hallway others called North Willms 

road, to the living room others knew as the 

Chain Lakes. 

Geologically the Chain Lakes were a series 

of cavernous pools in what otherwise were the 

headwaters of the Little Spokane River. Back 

during the Ice Age the combination of glacial 

outwash and torrential Lake Missoula floods 

had scoured out this declivity in the bedrock. 

The Little Spokane River trickled into the 

Chain Lakes’ north end, filled the chasms, and 

trickled out the south end.  Above water level 

the canyon continued upward another four 

hundred feet. Two switchbacks had been 

engineered into North Willms Road to keep 

vehicles, beasts of burden, and humans from 

tumbling axle over ass into the lake. “Say, 

what’s down there, Jerry?” “Looks like a lake, 

Bill. Bet it’s good fishin’. How d’ya think we 

get down there?” “Hey, lookee over here. If 

we, ooooh, shit ...” 

When Finley and Patsy made it to the end 

of the hall, the living room of the Chain 

Lakes expanded out in three directions. Finley 

went directly to his couch, a log fallen 

parallel to the west bank. On either side he 

had placed a rusty aluminum lawn chair poached 

from an empty single wide’s backyard stash. 

His coffee table was a chunk of rock fall 

cracked with the grain just so to give it a 

fortunate level surface. 

Here Finley set up fishing. On a whim he 

decided not to bait his hook for bank-side 

tench. Instead he tied on a rusty washer and 

size 14 hook. He baited the hook with three 

maggots he collected from a battered, 
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galvanized garbage can whose lid fit like a 

prayer before bed, “Now I lay me down to 

sleep, I ask the Lord ... ah, fuck that. I’m 

tired.” He decided he was going deep; he was 

going for whitefish. 

The cast had to be long. Although the 

sheer incline of the canyon continued, the 

cast needed to get beyond the slope. It also 

needed to let out enough line to make it one 

hundred feet to the bottom. The first two 

casts were warm ups, just enough to test the 

weight of the rig against the pole’s action. 

The third time was the charm as the wrist snap 

multiplied the potential energy in the pole 

action and projected the rig a good distance 

offshore. 

Finley’s maggots went for quite a ride, 

splash, and then the washer pulled them down, 

down, down. The maggots moved from cool to 

cold, nostalgic, out of the illusion of light 

into the reality of darkness. The maggots were 

passengers on Finley’s unwitting time machine. 

When the washer came to rest, they floated up 

off the bottom. The size 14 hook weighed so 

little the maggots’ own buoyancy was enough. 

Feeling around they found themselves in a 

world only described by yellowed, acid-

deteriorating, newspaper reports. 

 

CAMDEN, Wash., July 24.----Great 

Northern westbound train No. 3 

jumped the track two miles east of 

Camden, near tunnel No. 11, at 

4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon, 

and as it emerged from the tunnel 

pitched headlong down the 40 foot 

embankment into upper Twin lake 

[presently called Chain Lakes], 

causing the death of Engineer 

Harry Munson[sic, first name N.E. 

or Edmund] and F. Bell, both of 

Spokane; one baggage man, two mail 
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clerks and five or more massengers 

[sic] in the smoker. ... The 

engine [number 930] plunged into 

the water 100 feet deep and no 

part of it could be seen after it 

sank. 

 

Travelling up his line, Finley felt 

something heavy against the other end. When he 

pulled, his ironwood rod bent like a dowser’s 

wand pointing toward the mother lode. The 

moment had come to wrestle from the deep 

whatever was on his hook. 

It was times like these that Finley cursed 

his poverty. When he hooked a tench, he could 

simply jerk the line and launch the sentient 

meat package onto the bank. Unfortunately he 

couldn’t afford a reel and had to resort to a 

different strategy. First he worked his hands 

up his pole intent on maintaining a steady 

tension. Any slack might allow the hook to 

dislodge. Where the pole left off and the line 

came free, he wound the line around his hand 

much like he did when flying his homemade 

kites. 

Wind by wind, Finley maintained the 

tension. His turning action was steady, but he 

had let out so much line he began to tire.  He 

thought he had a nice sized trout on the line, 

an older fish, which he was dragging log-like 

up toward the surface. If he were lucky, he 

would clean his fish, start a fire, and cook 

up something rare for Patsy and him. Being a 

true fisherman, he also craved the excitement 

of closing the gap between his rod and his 

hook.  

“Hey, Patsy, I got something. Get over 

here. Well, what d’ya think?  What the hell is 

that, Patsy?” 

“I don’t know, Finley. That ain’t no 

fish.” 

“Oh, my God, wait ‘til I ...” 
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SPOKANE, Wash., Aug. 19.----By 

paying $37,500 to the relatives of 

three victims of the wreck of its 

Fast Mail at Diamond Lake 

[presently called Chain Lakes], 

near Camden, Wash., 32 miles 

northeast of Spokane on the 

afternoon of July 23, the Great 

Northern railway company 

established a precedent in 

Washington for death claims. ... 

Three other death claims are to be 

adjusted. One of these is with the 

relatives of N. E. Munson, 

engineer of the wrecked train, 

whose body has not yet been 

recovered from Diamond lake into 

which the locomotive was hurled 

from the track. 

 

Finley claimed his prize from the bottom 

of the Chain Lakes. It was round and metallic, 

roughly the size of a large dinner plate. He 

showed it to Patsy who cocked her head like a 

dog trying to hear her master’s voice. A 

careful examination allowed both to make out 

ghostly numerals, 930. Neither knew that 

Finley held the identification plate from the 

nose of the drowned engine that long ago had 

gone off the tracks, but both felt they held 

something adults would not let them keep, so 

Finley drew his arm across his chest and 

cocked his wrist. He had a good arm, 

redemptive, honed by the skipping of 

countless, summer Sunday stones. 

The number 930 sailed out over the Chain 

Lakes like a ’67 Chevy dog dish hubcap. 

Intersecting with the lake, it skipped once, 

then twice, before skittering beneath the 

surface. The descent was leisurely, no hurry, 

having become well acquainted with its home of 
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the last one hundred years. Suspended a 

hundred feet down, some mountain whitefish 

laid the number 930 to rest a second time.  

 

... [I]t would take three months 

to locate and recover Munson’s 

body. His funeral was held Oct. 

10, 1906, in the Hillyard Masonic 

Temple. (“Horizon,” Newport Miner, 

Summer 2006) 

 


